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Delivering all your documents
in the right place and
at the right time

Printing solutions for all your mission critical documents
Even though we have moved from hard copy to soft
copy, there are still documents that we have not been
able to move to digital, for one reason or another.
Most of these documents are considered mission
critical.
Our businesses cannot run without them. If print
services are down, we face the risks of large production lines stopping, and deliveries getting delayed or
event stuck causing loss in profits and unsatisfied
customers.
Therefore, reliable printing is more important today
than ever. You need the reassurance that your
documents reach their destination on time no matter
which source they originate from.
Printing high volumes from SAP® can be troublesome
in an distributed print environment. Users may experience bottlenecks, delays and insufficient call back
functionality. Fortunately, we offer solutions that help
streamline all printing services including SAP® print.

Dealing with the complexity of SAP®
output management
Setting up a streamlined and reliable IT environment
that includes printing from all sources (hereunder
SAP® systems) can be a challenge.
Companies may experience time delays from application to printer as documents can be caught up in the
printing maze. These cases require renewed efforts
to find and solve unexpected issues particularly in a
setup where the important print confirmation is not
sent back to the SAP® application.
MPI Tech delivers the solution that gathers all your
output; including output from SAP® applications into
one flow that is delivered seamlessly to any printer
or digital archive. Along with this we deliver the full
overview of your documents, routing, delivery and
feedback.

Keep print costs low and document
security high
Keeping printing costs low and document security
high is a requirement that many IT managers must
fulfil. The introduction of GDPR and other legislation
protecting personal data has only increased the need
to protect data.
Fortunately, there is a selection of secure pull print
solutions that can deliver document security and
cost reduction for office printing, so there should be a
solution to fit any organization’s needs for scalability
and features.
One thing that not all secure print solutions can
handle is input from non-office applications, e.g. SAP®
applications and Mainframe (host) applications. MPI
Tech can deliver the solution that picks up all your
documents from SAP®, host and office applications
and feeds it all into our or your preferred secure pull
print solution letting you enjoy the full benefits of
secure printing and maintaining document confidentiality for all output.

Use digital agility as a business leverage
In a world where we are trying to find the balance
between print and digital it is imperative that you are
able to streamline and optimize all communication
channels and make sure that a document always
reaches it’s intended target on time and in the correct
format.
Our digital agility approach to solve customer issues
means striving towards always delivering the solution
that provides the best mix of digital and physical
output with routing, printing and archiving solutions
that integrate seamlessly with existing applications.

The risks of inefficient SAP® printing

Potential profit losses
caused by delays when
documents are get lost
in the printing maze

Compliance issues,
when GDPR sensitive
documents are waiting
unattended to be
picked-up on printers

Costly delays when
production and deliveries wait for the proper
documents to reach the
right printer

Extra IT costs to manage,
your complex output and
printing processes from
SAP®

Based on 35 years of expertise with document engineering and output management, MPI DigitalWay™ has been designed to deliver the most relevant
solution to ease, secure and provide digital agility to your SAP® outputs.
Incorporating SAP® certified connectors, our solution
grabs any output from all your SAP® spool instances.
The SAP® solution sees MPI Tech DigitalWay™ as a
generic device that receives input. The strength of
MPI DigitalWay™ is the ability to grab from any input
channel and route the output to the desired destination. Processes are easy to define, monitor and
maintain.
The BC-XOM standard interface ensures that
documents are captured, along with contextual
metadata (such as user Id, document type, etc.) and
securely handled on the platform.

Any required rule-based document enhancements, are
easily applied. Adding barcodes, layouts, full dynamic
composition and even enriched metadata becomes
simple thanks to MPI Tech wide toolset and friendly
UX.
Routing on selected targets is driven by the embedded
ScopIOM™ scheduling engine, which provides world
class performance. Load balancing and redundancy
are built-in by design.

MPI DigitalWay™ for SAP® based on strong tools
MPI DigitalWay™ for SAP® enables an extended range
of features such as :
•

Enterprise wide secure pull-printing with the
integrated OneQ™ solution, or the solution of your
choice,

•

digital signatures,

•

full call-back function and print confirmation,

•

strong reporting tool and analytical overview,

•

connectors to digital vaults and online archiving,

•

production spooling features,

•

enhancer for reprographic works,

•

delivers on-demand print on time.

MPI DigitalWay™ for SAP® is the ideal solution or
companies with high volume print output from SAP®
applications where timing and precision are key
elements to keep production flows running. Examples
are logistic heavy organizations moving physical
goods.

Business users and managers receive immediate
feedback, notified in real time of the processing stage.
MPI DigitalWay™ for SAP® is also providing a tracking,
monitoring and reporting set of features to ensure the
highest level of quality management expected to fulfil
large organizations’ requirements.

About MPI Tech
MPI Tech is a manufacturer and developer of mainframe data stream
conversion software and hardware solutions with over thirty years of
pedigree. MPI Tech’s products enable a complete end to end solution for
mainframe output offering a myriad of delivery options, in addition to
printing.
These include seamless interaction with existing emailing, faxing, archive,
print costs accounting and secure print solutions, all without any changes
to the host application. MPI Tech’s products can be tailored to suit your
organisation’s exact requirements delivering a robust, feature rich and
cost effective solution for company wide output.

Learn more
Visit our website at www.mpitech.com or contact you local MPI Tech office
to learn more about how you can benefit from our solutions.
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